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INCLUDES

LED SPECS

PICK YOUR PLANT WATERING TIPS

OPERATION MANUAL

10” Pot

LED Light Disc

Stand

Light Arm ScrewCable Clips

Light Arm

Plant Stand  
Screw

On/Off
Controller

Adapter

4000K Natural White Light

90+ CRI Dimmable LEDs

1500 Lumens

27W Power Adapter 

10’ Power Cord 

Average Lifespan 30,000 hrs

3 Year Warranty

PLEASE READ THIS MANUAL BEFORE OPERATING, 
ASSEMBLING OR ATTEMPTING TO RETURN THIS UNIT.

Blue Light: for vegetative plants

Red Light: for flowering plants

GREEN THUMB TIPS

Track Progress
Take a Day 1 photo to track 
your progress! 

Share your new #plantparent 
status on social media to be part 
of the Modern Sprout community.

@modsprout  |  #modernsprout

Plant Boost
Have other plants in the 
home that need a little 
extra light? The removable 
light arm can be moved and 
staked into any plant that 
needs a boost!

Light Arm
Controller/

Adapter Cable ClipsStand 

Pot 

Plant Stand
Screw

Uplift Planter Holds

Design Your Plantscape
If you want to pair more than one plant in the pot, be sure that the 

plants like the same soil, water and light conditions.

Evenly Water 
Pour water in a 

circular motion around 
the entire diameter of 
the pot. This reduces 

the risk of under or 
overwatering one side 
of the root structure. 

Go Deep 
Insert a wood dowel or 
chopstick to act as a 
simple moisture level 
marker. This helps you 
understand what is going 
on beneath the surface of 
the soil. Pull it out after 5 
minutes to evaluate the 
moisture level.

Get to Know Your Plant 
Read the nursery tag 
when you purchase a 
new plant and water 
accordingly. Some plants 
need their soil to stay 
moist, while others 
want the soil to dry out 
completely before their 
next watering.

Water Thoroughly 
Aim for water to 

reach the bottom ½ 
to ⅓ of the pot. This 
encourages roots to 
grow and dig deeper 

for the water source. 
Try to avoid excess 

standing water at the 
bottom of the pot. 

Light-Loving Desertscape
Prickly Pear Cactus, Succulents, Aloe

Water-Loving Herb Garden 
Mint, Basil, Cilantro, Parsley

All plants need proper watering and drainage to keep roots aerated and 
healthy. Since the Uplift Planter does not include a drainage hole at the 
bottom of the pot, be mindful not to over or underwater your plants. 

Light Arm Screw

ASSEMBLY LIGHT HEIGHT

Set your light height based on the size of your plant. 
Optimal distance is 3-6” above the plant to provide 

adequate light while leaving room to grow.

Tall 
Monstera, Rubber Tree, 

Begonia, Snake Plant

Medium 
Bird’s Nest Fern, Pilea, 

Chinese Evergreen, Herbs

Short 
Aloe, Pincushion Cacti, 

Pothos

3A

3B

1. Insert Pot into the Stand.

2. Insert Light Arm into the Stand (2a) and 
secure its position with the Plant Stand 
Screw to prevent the arm from swinging (2b).

3. Adjust light height up or down 
based on your plant’s height (3a) 
and secure light height with the 
Light Arm Screw (3b).

4. Use Cable Clips to hold your cord in 
place along the Light Arm. 

5. Plug the Uplift Planter in and select your 
light schedule using the Modern Sprout 
App (see App setup on reverse side).

1 2A

2B

4

5

Best For
Cacti, Succulents, 

Palms, Orchids

Best For
Houseplants, 

Tropical Plants 

Best For
Fruits, Vegetables, 

Herbs

Soil Mix
Soil, Sand, Perlite, Pumice

Soil Mix
Potting Soil with Perlite

Soil Mix
Coco Coir, Perlite or Other Aeration

Why?
A coarse and sandy grow 
medium is best for plants 
prone to overwatering. It 

lets soil dry out completely 
between waterings. 

Why?
This denser grow medium 

works well for plants whose 
roots do not like to dry out 

completely. It provides proper 
aeration and plenty of nutrients 

for lush, green growth.

Why?
Coco coir is great for retaining 

moisture for water-loving vegetation 
and is less likely to attract pests. 
Include perlite for aeration and 

drainage and add nutrients regularly 
as coco coir does not include either.

CONSIDER YOUR SOIL
Different plants have different needs. It’s important to choose the soil that best suits your 

plant to ensure successful growing. Since the Uplift Planter does not include a drainage hole, 
selecting the right soil will provide roots with the proper balance of oxygen and water.

Coarse & Sandy
Fast-draining Soil Mix

Potting Soil
Standard Soil Mix

Soilless Grow Medium
Pest-resistant Soil Mix

Learn more at www.modsprout.com

PLAN BEFORE YOU PLANT

 (4-6) 
4” Pots

 (2-3) 
6” Pots

 (1) 
8”- 10” 

Pot

Plan Ahead
Before you set up the 
Uplift Planter in your 
home, be sure there is an 
available power source 
near the desired location.

Easy Setup
No tools are 
required to assemble 
the Uplift Planter. 

Pruning
Pruning your plant 
promotes new growth! 
Expect to trim your plant 
after approximately 3-6 
months, depending on 
the size of the plant. 

Quick Assembly
Setup, connection and 
planting is a breeze. In about 
20 minutes, you’ll be on your 
way to successful indoor 
growing all year round. 



PLANT SUGGESTIONS

It’s time to 
pair your Uplift 
Planter with 
the Modern 
Sprout App. 
While the lights 
are blinking, tap 
the plus symbol 
in the top right 
corner of the 
App to take 
you to the Add 
Device page. 

3.

Tap the 
“Confirm 
indicator 
is blinking” 
button.

5.

Enter your 
Wi-Fi name and 
password (both 
are case sensitive). 
Tap “Confirm” 
and wait for the 
device to properly 
connect.

6.

PRESET 
SETTINGS

Preset timer settings are based 
on different lighting needs.

Tap “Presets” in the lower-left 
corner. Then tap to select a 
setting. Only one setting can be 
selected at a time. 

You can set a custom brightness 
level on the device page when 
using a Preset Setting.

2.

CONTROLLER

There are three ways you can use your grow light: MANUAL 
ON/OFF; PRESET SETTINGS; CUSTOM SETTINGS.

MANUAL ON/OFF 

When you tap the on/off button on the Controller or App, 
the light will automatically turn on or off. (Note this action 
temporarily overrides any other presets).

1.

CUSTOM SETTINGS 

Create a custom light schedule 
to best fit your needs.

• Tap “Custom” in the lower 
right corner.

• Tap “Add Schedule.”

• Select an on time.

• Select an off time.

• Select the days you want the 
light schedule to run. (7 days / 
week is recommended).

• Select Brightness.

• Tap “Save” in the upper right 
corner. Name your setting and 
tap “Save” again. 

3.

05:00 06:15

Once you have successfully paired your Uplift 
Planter, tap the pencil icon to rename it (not 
required) and tap “Done.” You are now ready to 
set your light schedule. 

7.

RESETTING DEVICE 

• If the Uplift Planter does not connect, 
unplug for 1 minute and then plug it back in.

• Once the light is on, hold the power button on 
the Controller for 10 seconds to put the light 
into pairing mode.

• Once the light is rapidly flashing connect 
using steps 3-7. 

Need help connecting? 

Online
• Visit the Smart Light App Support page 

at modsprout.com

In-App
• Check out Me > FAQ + Feedback in the 

Modern Sprout App for troubleshooting 
steps or to report an issue. 

Select the 
“Grow Lights” 
tab on the 
left-hand side. 
Select the Grow 
Light icon.

4.

Grow Light

modsprout.com   |  © Modern Sprout LLC 2021 
2010 W. Fulton St. F-304, Chicago, IL 60612

GROW & TELL:  

@modsprout  |  #modernsprout C0310715

PRESET SETTINGS

SAFETY GUIDELINES & CARE INSTRUCTIONS

For indoor use only.

The LEDs are permanently installed into this fixture. Do not repair, disassemble or modify under any 
circumstances.

Although LEDs do not get as hot as incandescent light bulbs, they still generate some heat. Avoid touching 
the LED panel and do not cover lights with flammable objects. 

Do not try to modify the plug, cable or adapter.  Use only with supplied power adapter.

Do not use the light if the power cord gets damaged.

Avoid use in high-temperature areas. 

TO PREVENT RISK OF SHOCK OR INJURY, always  power off and unplug Uplift Planter before cleaning. Use a 
soft and slightly damp cloth when cleaning LEDs. Do not use chemical or abrasive cleaners.

*Every plant and environment is different, these 
are suggestions to get you started, you may have 

to tweak your watering schedule accordingly. 

3-YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY ON LEDS & ELECTRONICS

Failure to comply with the recommendations in this manual will void warranty. Modern Sprout warrants the LEDs & ELECTRONICS in this product for three years from the date of purchase from Modern Sprout or an 
authorized Modern Sprout retail partner. Proof of purchase required. The warranty covers only damage resulting from defects in material or workmanship; it does not cover conditions or malfunctions resulting from 
normal wear, neglect, abuse, accident, or repairs  attempted or made by other than  Modern Sprout. The customer is responsible for the costs of shipping the product to Modern Sprout.   

Plant Type Light Timing Brightness Watering Frequency*

FERNS 4-6 Hours On Mist Regularly + Water 1x Every 7-10 Days

HOUSEPLANTS 8-10 Hours On 1x Every 7-10 Days

SUCCULENTS 12-16 Hours On 1x Every 15 Days

DRY LOVING HERBS 12 Hours On 1x Every 7 Days

WATER LOVING HERBS 12 Hours On 1x Every 4 Days

FRUITS/VEGETABLES 12-16 Hours On 1x Every 7 Days

LOW TO MEDIUM

HIGH

MEDIUM TO HIGH

MEDIUM TO HIGH

MEDIUM TO HIGH

HIGH

Setting Option Plant Suggestions Setting Schedule

PARTIAL SHADE Low Light Houseplants

On Off

8:00 AM 4:00 PM

PARTIAL SUN Med Light Houseplants

On Off

8:00 AM 8:00 PM

FULL SUN Succulents, Cacti

On Off

8:00 AM 12:00 AM

LEARN MORE AT LEARN MORE AT WWW.MODSPROUT.COMWWW.MODSPROUT.COM

Ensure that your smartphone 
is connected to your Wi-Fi 
network. Then, download the 
Modern Sprout App. Set up 
your account using an email and 
password. Follow the on-screen 
steps to complete login.

1.

This Uplift Planter is app-enabled, so you will need a 
smartphone and  2.4 GHz Wi-Fi network to operate it.

Plug the Uplift Planter in and 
press and hold the power button 
on the Controller for 10 seconds 
until the Uplift Planter lights start 
to blink. When the lights begin 
to rapidly blink, 2x per second, 
the device is in pairing mode and 
capable of syncing to the Wi-Fi.

2.

APP SETUP

LIGHT SCHEDULE


